Privilege Secure+

As eDiscovery and electronic stored information (ESI) collections continue to increase in size, conducting
a quality attorney client privilege review has become more challenging. Without utilizing the latest
generation of computer assisted privilege review, the chances of making an inadvertent privilege
disclosure can be high. Using Lexbe’s Privilege Secure+, you can be confident in your productions.

Risks of Privilege Disclosure in Modern Litigation
In large document reviews, privilege reviews can be the most important part of a production. But there
are many things that can go wrong and result in some versions of privileged or work product documents
being produced, even if other versions of the documents are properly coded and retained.
Examples of possible mistakes during the review process include: undertrained reviewers; insufficient
review time; unsearchable documents; incomplete search indices; search not done in extracted and
OCRed text; and privilege text retained in natives, text files and load files. Any of these problems and
more can result in most or nearly all of a privileged document being identified, but not all exact
duplicates or similar documents.
In Exxon v Hill (5th Cir. May 6, 2014), the court refused to help Exxon regain control of key case
documents created by counsel during contract negotiations and inadvertently produced. Even if
inadvertently produced documents can be retracted with a privilege 'claw-back' agreement, the
information is already known and can cause great damage to a case.

Lexbe’s Privilege Secure+
We help you sleep well at night with Lexbe Privilege Secure+. Features include:
● Production Validation – Productions are validated to ensure that email families are consistently
coded for privilege and work product.
● ESI Dual Index+ Lexbe eDiscovery Platform dual-indexes text from native documents and
imaged files, in one comprehensive search index. We return search hits others miss.
● NearDup+ We identify near duplicates of privilege and work product documents so you can
determine if they should be consistently coded.
Privilege Secure+ is available within the Lexbe eDiscovery Platform, or as a separate eDiscovery Service as
a final check before production in your in-house or other hosted review tool.

Want to learn more? Call us at 800.401.7809 or email sales@lexbe to get a free consultation
and quote. Let us show you how Lexbe Privilege Secure+ can help you do privilege and work
product reviews with confidence.
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